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Why nighttime lights?

• Human activity is not easy to detect with daytime images,

even at moderately fine resolution (e.g. 20-30 m)

• Most human activity (e.g. production, consumption,

transport) by night requires some form of illumination

• More activity or concentration of people translates into higher

light intensity by night

• Visible light at night is easily detected by satellites, even at a

fairly coarse resolution (500 m to 1 km)
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Argentina by day
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Argentina by night
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Why is this useful for tracking development?

• Statistical offices in developing countries are often

underequipped and lack capacity to conduct surveys regularly.

• Example: After rebasing in 2014, Nigeria’s 2013 GDP nearly

doubled, Tanzania’s grew by a third, Kenya’s and Zambia’s

increased by a quarter, and Uganda’s rose by 13 percent.

• Light intensity by night is associated with economic activity in

the cross section and over time.

• The association is remarkably strong starting from the country

level down to the individual village, but weaker for small

geographies over time.
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North and South Korea
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National GDP and light intensity (time)
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Regional GDP and light intensity (time)
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Household wealth and light intensity (x-section)
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How it works
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Two major systems

DMSP-OLS instruments from NASA/NOAA

• Evening lights: 8:30-10:00 pm local time.

• Not radiometrically calibrated. Record dimensionless DN.

• Native (on-board) resolution of 2.7 km2 → resampled to 30

arc seconds grid (about 1 km).

VIIRS-DNB instruments from the Suomi NPP (NASA and others)

• Nighttime lights: around 1.30 am local time.

• Native (on-board) resolution of 742 m → resampled to 15 arc

seconds grid (about 500 m).

• More details later . . .
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DMSP-OLS products

NOAA provides three major products:

• Stable lights

• Light scale: 0 to 63 DN (top-coded & bottom censored)

• Average lights

• Light scale: 0 to 63 DN (top-coded w/ background noise)

• Radiance-calibrated lights

• Light scale: 0 to ∞ DN (not top-coded w/ background noise)

• Only seven years between 1996 and 2010

The DMSP-OLS series was discontinued in 2014. Most data

available from 1992 to 2013.
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DMSP-OLS: Bottom coding, location accuracy and overglow

Bottom coding. System can detect at least one 1000 watt high

pressure sodium lamp (about 93 household lamps at 100 watt) but

NOAA filters dim and irregular lights (1-4 DN) for ‘stable lights’.

Location accuracy. GPS versus satellite coordinates:

• Data are shifted about 2.90 km to north – at least 3-4 pixels

north in 30 arc seconds!

Overglow. Scan angles and on-board averaging matter for

footprint of detected lights:

• A single light shows up in several fine resolution pixels.

• Overestimates built-up area by about a factor of 1.25.
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Location accuracy
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Overglow
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Top coding
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Top coding
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Lack of calibration
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VIIRS to the rescue

VIIRS is a great leap forward relative to DMSP-OLS

• Orbiting since Nov 2011, data from Apr 2012 – today

• Resolution is 500 m, very little overglow

• Low and top light detection has been massively improved

• Sensors are inter-calibrated and lunar illumination recorded

• Sensors record a physical unit (radiance in 10−9W /cm2/sr)

• Daily data is freely available from NASA DAAC

• Monthly data is freely available from NOAA and GEE

• Only one 2015 annual composite has been produced by NOAA
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DMSP-OLS versus VIIRS

(a) DMSP (b) VIIRS
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Recent applications of night lights

Just to name a few:

• City growth, urban expansion and productivity

• Effects of development aid

• Effects of infrastructure projects

• The political economy of regional inequality

• Validating GDP reporting in dictatorships

• Comparing survey versus national accounts data

• Tracking economic loss from wars, earthquakes and other

natural or man-made disasters

• Geospatial impact evaluations
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Moving to GEE
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GEE: DMSP-OLS
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GEE: DMSP-OLS radiance calibrated
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GEE: VIIRS monthly composite
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Practice

1. Navigate to Nairobi (1.1◦ S, 36.95◦ E) using the function

Map.setCenter().

2. Open the image collection: “DMSP OLS: Nighttime Lights

Time Series Version 4”.

3. Filter the collection to the full year 2008.

4. Select the stable lights band and average the two annual

composites.

5. Open the F182013 image directly, not via the collection.

6. Compute the difference from 2013 to 2008 using

yourimg1.subtract(yourimg2).

7. Add the image to the map. What do you think happened over

this period in the area from Nairobi to Thika?
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The script I

// view area from Nairobi to Thika

Map.setCenter(36.95,-1.1, 10);

// get the image collection

var ntl =

ee.ImageCollection(’NOAA/DMSP-OLS/NIGHTTIME_LIGHTS’);

print(ntl);

// compute 2008 mean of F15 and F16

var ntl2008 = dataset.filter(

ee.Filter.date(’2008-01-01’, ’2008-12-31’));

var ntl2008_mean =

ntl2008.select(’stable.lights’).mean();
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The script II

// 2013, only one sat, no averaging required

var ntl2013 =

ee.Image(’NOAA/DMSP-OLS/NIGHTTIME_LIGHTS/F182013’);

var ntl2013 = ntl2013.select(’stable.lights’);

print(ntl2013);

// difference

var ntl_diff = ntl2013.subtract(ntl2008_mean);

// look at the result, scale from 0 to 63

Map.addLayer(ntl_diff, {min: 0, max: 63, opacity: .75});
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The Nairobi-Thika highway was built
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Questions on these materials?

rbluhm@ucsd.edu
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